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1.

Report on Business

St-Georges is developing new technologies to solve some of the most common
environmental problems in the mining industry.
The Company controls directly or indirectly, through rights of first refusal, all of the active
mineral tenures in Iceland. It also explores for nickel on the Julie Nickel Project & for
industrial minerals on Quebec's North Shore and for lithium and rare metals in Northern
Quebec and in the Abitibi region. Headquartered in Montreal, St-Georges' stock is listed
on the CSE under the symbol SX and trades on the US OTC under the Symbol SXOOF
and on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the symbol 85G1.
2.

Other Corporate matters

Subsequent event: Appointment of a European Investors Relations Firm
On March 2, 2019, St-Georges announced that it appointed the London-based Public
and Investor Relations firm Cassiopeia Services Ltd, as part of the Corporation’s plan to
raise its profile and grow its investor base. St-Georges will pay Cassiopeia a monthly
retainer of £2,500 and 100,000 options to be issued and priced at the same price than
management issuance.
Subsequent event: Iceland Gold Exploration
On March 2, 2019, the Company announced that subject to municipal licensing
approval, it intends to drill up to 3,000 meters at the Thormodsdalur Gold Mine project.
This will include the twin-drilling of certain historical drill holes and will add infill holes in
the identified gold trend which strikes some 700 meters at surface. The objective will be
to gather enough data to allow the establishment of a maiden NI 43-101 resource
estimate by year end.
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Furthermore, for the 2019 field season the company’s Icelandic exploration team
intends to map the Tröllaskagi (Troll) Gold Project on foot and by drone. Grab samples
should be collected from visible mineralized rock. A first selection of samples will be
done manually and assayed by technicians with a multi-element ICPMS, and fire
assayed to ascertain key major, trace and precious metal contents.
Finally, at the Vopnafjorður (Vopna) Gold Project detailed geological maps will be
produced this upcoming season. A major geological survey of the area will be
conducted on foot, as well as a drone survey. Grab samples of mineralized rock will be
conducted on a large-scale grid.
Metalurgical Research & Development
Lithium Extraction
The Company has been sourcing lithium feedstock for its R&D efforts. NDA’s have
been signed with owners of lithium projects and SX metallurgists will be able to test the
portability of its process to a range of different mineral feedstocks.
In February, the Company has been informed that Hippo (ASX: HIP) has prepared 1
metric tonne of lithium bearing material for shipping to SX metallurgists in Montreal.
An initial draft report for the Phase 1 and parts of Phase 2 of its contractual agreement
with Iconic Minerals has been shared confidentially with the principals of both
companies. Over a dozen equipment manufacturers and solution providers have been
approached to collaborate and signs NDAs and co-development with SX. The
companies will selectively release results of different aspects of the reports to the public
as it secures these new partners who otherwise would be potential competitors.
St-Georges reported that it has been able to concentrate Iconic’s Bonnie Claire lithium
bearing material in Phase 1 by a factor in excess of 8. The current development aim at
stabilizing its process from the current 88% discarded material with a remaining 12%
concentrate to a 96% discarded material for a final concentrate constituted of 4% of the
original material while retaining 100% of the original lithium content. The majority of the
tested recuperation rates out of solutions are of 100% with the lower results at 99.997%.
A break through to achieve over 99% at atmospheric pressure and low temperature was
achieved reducing capex and simplifying the current assumptions that the industry has
for hard rock leaching. St-Georges is expecting that in addition the process is greener
than current processes with usable by products.
Kings of the North
The Board of KOTN has retained the service of an independent geologist specialized in
external valuation to help the decision process regarding the future of the Company’s
majority controlled subsidiary.
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ZeU Crypto Networks
CSE Exchange Listing
ZeU is advancing its listing process as planned. Cryptocurrencies being held against
private placement from July 2018 and technology valuation have been an auditing
challenge. The Company is now using December 31 has its audited financial date.
Auditors are expected to finish their review in March and allow the Company to provide
valuation and audits to the Exchange to complete its listing file and all additional
requirements that arise during the process.
ZeU Acquisition of Vn3t Assets
On February 4, 2019, ZeU announced the execution of an asset purchase agreement
with VN3T Technologies Inc. and its subsidiaries, collectively “VN3T”, an arm’s length
party, pursuant to which ZeU acquired the key IP of a VN3T’s decentralized data market
place platform and secured development services.
The IP and the expertise acquired will expedite the development of certain
functionalities of ZeU’s blockchain marketplace platform for derivatives developed for
Borealis EHF and will allow the integration of the new business segment of data trading
in relation with this initiative and other opportunities. It will also generate exclusive
tradeable content for Borealis.
For more information on the acquisition, please consult the press release
https://thecse.com/en/listings/mining/st-georges-eco-mining-corp
Nomination of a Chief Technology Officer
Mr. Jean-Philippe Beaudet joined the board of ZeU Crypto Networks Inc. Mr. Beaudet
will also take on the position of Chief Technology Officer and, alongside the company’s
Chief Architect and CEO, will help identify blockchain development and deployment
opportunities that can be quickly monetized.
Subsequent event: Filing of Provisional Patent for Blockchain-Based Secure
Email System
On March 3, 2019, St-Georges announced that ZeU filed a provisional patent for a
blockchain-based secure email system. The patent describes a complete blockchain
email system that supports both internal and cross-chain emails with the potential to
interact with non-blockchain email systems.
ZeU management is planning to release later this year an open-source version of its
email distributed application. A free version allowing individual and corporations to use
the platform will be distributed and the company will support groups of developers
interested in cross integration and improvement of the platform.
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ZeU is defining a pathway to fast deployment of its technology and has had discussions
with complementary solutions providers in the same field. The company is in the
process of securing ownership of 5,000,000 utility tokens of a blockchain-browser
developer from a related third party at a pre-minting value of $0.10 per token. The
company entertains integration with similar solutions for faster deployment. A product
oriented token (POT) minting for the blockchain email solution is being reviewed. The
company expect to attract a community of developers to be compensated within the
POT initiative within the next quarter subject to regulatory approvals.
Subsequent event: ZeU Retains the services of Cassiopeia Services Ltd
In March 2019, the company hired a communication and investors awareness firm
specialized in blockchain out of London UK. Cassiopeia is thriving in the booming
blockchain and crypto world. With multiple clients working on innovative projects
powered by new technologies in different industries: from commodities to financial
markets, payments, social media, digital identity and cybersecurity, Cassiopeia offers
smart campaigns and highly specialised media, PR and IR consultancy.
Subsequent event: ZeU to Provide RNG & Blockchain Technologies to Gaming
Operator
On March 8, 2019 St-Georges announced that ZeU agreed to provide its patent
pending Blockchain Random Number Generator and other related blockchain
technologies to St. James House PLC (LSE: SJH), a UK licensed gaming operator,
formerly known as BoxHill Technologies, by way of Joint-Venture for the establishment
of a blockchain lottery.
The binding term sheet entered by the main parties is subject to a definitive contract.
The agreement calls for the establishment of a new lottery joint venture with its main
license in Malta.
The company is in active discussion with other gaming operators to license and deploy
its Blockchain-Based Random Number Generator and Permission Based Blockchain
Protocol.
For more information on the joint-venture, please consult the press release
https://thecse.com/en/listings/mining/st-georges-eco-mining-corp

Borealis EHF
Executive level demonstrations of the distributed marketplace trading platform were
held in February. The company expects to meet with Government officials to lobby for
its proposed blockchain-based derivative trading business model in the coming weeks.
Borealis expects to start to market to industry participants its blockchain marketplace
software in late 2019 or early 2020. This should give the company time to obtain the
required licenses to operate its own marketplace solutions.
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3.

Summary of activities:
-

New Contracts: Refer to 2

-

There were no contract terminations or financing cancellations in February 2019.

-

Acquisition of asset: Refer to 2

-

Acquisition of new customers or loss of customers: None in February 2019.

-

Brand names, circulation lists, copyrights, franchises, licenses, patents,
software, subscription lists and trade-marks: Refer to 2

-

Employee hiring, terminations or lay-offs: The Company currently works with
consultants and sub-contractors.

-

Labour disputes: Not applicable.

-

Legal proceedings: None in February 2019.

-

Indebtedness incurred or repaid by the Issuer: None in February 2019.

-

Options, warrants and shares issuances: None in February 2019.
Loans to Related Parties: Not applicable.
The board of directors is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vilhjalmur Thor Vilhjalmsson, President, CEO & Director
Mark Billings, Executive Chairman & Director
Frank Dumas, COO & Director
Herb Duerr, Director
Wei-Tek Tsai, Director
Enrico Di Cesare, Director
Gary Johnson, Director

Certificate of Compliance
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
1.

The undersigned is a director and/or senior officer of the Issuer and has been
duly authorized by a resolution of the board of directors of the Issuer to sign this
Certificate of Compliance.

2.

As of the date hereof there was no material information concerning the Issuer
which has not been publicly disclosed.

3.

The undersigned hereby certifies to CSE that the Issuer is in compliance with the
requirements of applicable securities legislation (as such term is defined in
National Instrument 14-101) and all CSE Requirements (as defined in CSE
Policy 1).
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4.

All of the information in this Monthly Progress Report is true.
March 10, 2019
(Signed)

Neha Edah Tally

Corporate Secretary
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Issuer Details
Name of Issuer:
ST-GEORGES ECO-MINING CORP.
Issuer Address:
230 Rue Notre-Dame Ouest
City/Province/Postal Code
Montreal, QC. H2Y 1T3

For Month
February 2019

Date of Report
March 10, 2019

Issuer Fax No.

Issuer Telephone No.

Contact Name
Vilhjalmur Thor Vilhjalmsson

President, CEO
& Director

Contact Telephone No.

Contact Email Address
ceo@st-georgesplatinum.com

Web Site Address
www.stgeorgesplatinum.com
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